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Objectives 

 To design the Pseudo Random Binary Sequences (PRBS) of  12-stages shift register 
using SIMULINK in Matlab. 

 

 To find the Auto-correlation Function (ACF) of  PRBS using m-file in Matlab. 

 

 To find the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of  PRBS using SIMULINK in Matlab. 

 

 To verify the PRBS signals by implementing the hardware. 
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PRBS Truth Table (n=12) 

   



The SIMULINK Block 

Diagram of  the PRBS  

 



The PRBS Signal 

   



The PRBS Signal 

   



The ACF Program from m-file 

  % ACF program 

function x=kxcorr(u,y) 

if nargin~=2, 

    error('kxcorr must have two arguments') 

end 

L=length(u); 

if length(y)~=L, 

    error('kxcorr-arguments are not the 

same length') 

end 

for i=1:L, 

    if i==1, 



The ACF Program from m-file 

 

 

 

 ushft=u; 

    else 

        ushft=[ushft(L,1);ushft(1:L-1,1)]; 

    end 

    x(i)=sum(y.*ushft)/L; 

end 

plot(x) 

[z,j]=max(x) 

title('Autocorrelation Coefficient') 

xlabel('Timeshift(t)') 



The ACF Output 

   



The ACF Output 

 



SIMULINK Block of PSD 

 



The PSD Output  

   



Circuit  



The PRBS Signal from the 

Designed Circuit 



DISCUSSION 

 

 From the result, the PRBS signals generated from the 
SIMULINK is exactly the same to the PRBS signal from the 
hardware designed. 

 The PRBS signals obtained from simulation has the same 
pattern as the result in the truth table (for n=12). As it can 
be seen from the PRBS signal (SIMULINK), the value of  
the PRBS signal from the time between 0sec to 14sec is ‘1’, 
then it becomes ‘0’ at t=15sec (the results verified the truth 
table). 



DISCUSSION 

 

 It is impossible for us to get the PRBS signal from 0sec to 4095sec, so we just 
changed the sampling time between 0sec to 50sec and 0sec to 1000sec in order 
to see the performance of  the PRBS signal generated. From the observation, 
the patterns of  both (from the SIMULINK and the oscilloscope) are the same. 

 From the simulation using m-file, the form of  the ACF can be seen changing 
when changing the sampling time. In this case, we’ve sampled the ACF 
between 0sec to 50sec, 0sec to 1000sec and 0sec to 16400sec. The results for 
all graphs shows that the magnitude of  the ACF at t=0sec is ‘1’ and it tends to 
‘0’ at t=3sec up to infinity (∞). The patterns for all graphs are the same. 

 For the simulation of  PSD, we’re used the Power Spectral Density block from 
the SIMULINK library to get the result of  the PSD. Here, we have sampled 
the PSD between  



CONCLUSION 

 

 As a conclusion, the results for the PRBS signals obtained 

using the SIMULINK and hardware implementation have 

the same pattern for N=4095 bits. Thus, the circuit designed 

is verified. 

 



  

  


